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SOME CONTEXT



Climate Change Stressors in California
Understood changes

• Increase of temperature
o 4.4 – 5.8°F (2.4 – 3.2°C) by mid-century¹

• Change in precipitation pattern
o +3.9%°F (+7%/°C) for daily precipitation 

above the 99% Prob.²
o Intra-annual variability may increase 

substantially3,4

• Sea level rise
o Median: 0.9ft by mid-century5

o H++: 2.7ft by mid-century5

¹California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment: Statewide Summary Report (2018)
²Fischer et al (2017), Observed heavy precipitation increase confirms theory and early models
3Dettinger et al (2016), Climate Change and the Delta
4Swain et al (2018), Increasing precipitation volatility in twenty-first-century California
5State of California Sea-Level Rise Guidance, 2018 Update

Mishra et al (2012), Relationship between hourly 
extreme precipitation and local air temperature in the 
United States

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are getting a better handle on the trends of climate change for example:Increase of temperature….…I will talk about it later, but:Each of the major water sectors – flood, water supply and ecosystem - are vulnerable to climate change.Sectors vulnerabilities are often interconnected. 



The Challenge: Climate Change Uncertainties
Precipitation and Temperature

Sea Level Rise

Pierce et al (2018), Climate, Drought, and Sea Level Rise 
Scenarios for California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment

DWR (2019), Decision Scaling Evaluation of Climate Change
Driven Hydrologic Risk to the State Water Project
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Presentation Notes
The challenge is that future conditions are very uncertainThe graphic on the left shows the range of daily max sea level with two potential concentrations of greenhouse gases between the 50 and 95%tileThe graphic on the right shows annual precipitation and temperature change projections Both graphics show consistent trends, especially on the SLR and temperature change. On the other hand, annual precipitation is very uncertain.The newer data from the international community show the same level of uncertainty.Also, no matter the scale of the institution, this challenge remains the same.



Important Considerations Toward Adaptation

1. Institutional Anticipation

2. Adaptation Strategies

3. InnovationEcosystem Water Supply

Flood Risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what should one consider toward adaptation? Especially when thinking about our three major water sectors flood, supply, and ecosystem?And for me, it is three elements:Institutional AnticipationAdaptation StrategiesInnovationIn the following slides, I will talk about the three essential considerations that DWR is taking and how it can translate to IRWM.



INSTITUTIONAL ANTICIPATION



DWR Climate Action Plan
A Comprehensive Response to Climate Change

Phase I: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Plan

Phase II: Consistent, high quality climate change analysis across 
all DWR programs

Phase III: Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DWR has always been anticipating climate change and developed a climate action plan in three phasesPhase1: Mitigation, small descriptionPhase2: Adaptation, small descriptionPhase3: Specific to our assets, small descriptionI will talk from a Phase2 perspective and based on what we are experiencing at the state levelBut local challenges related to climate change are the same as at the state-wide level, and climate change analysis and methodologies to address climate change are similar
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Currently there are two approach to evaluate climate changeDownscaling or Top-Down Approach High walk through the process…Bottom Up or Decision-Scaling ApproachHigh walk through the process…Both methods have benefits and challengesFor example downscaling or top-down Approach Main benefits:GCM are the best available information related to future conditionsAspects of change at the local level are not captured by GCM (due to resolution or regional factors) can be captured by downscalingEvery GCM has multiple variables available for climate change impact analysisEvery downscale scenario integrates and captures multidimensional changesMain challenges:Many choices:Emissions scenariosDownscaling methodsModel selection and/or ensembleBias correctionNew sets of climate models (CIMP5 vs 6), or new downscaling methods introduced every few years (BSCD, LOCA, Dynamic)Planner will always wonder if the results would be different if a different set of projections or method were usedBottom Up or Decision-Scaling ApproachMain benefits:Embracing uncertainty“Build the uncertainty on our decision making”Decision makers become more informed about their systemIdentifying thresholds and quantifying riskIsolate system sensitivity from the projected climate signalMain challenges:The sample number of perturbations can be as large as the number of available GCMsThe climate change impact analysis is limited by the number of perturbed variables (temp, precip, SLR)An incremental perturbation might not result in a linear response from the system, therefore requiring zooming in to a more specific analysisGCM and the perturbation are not necessarily consistent



Top-Down/Downscaling Analysis
Bottom-up/Decision Scaling Analysis

Climate 
Change 
Analysis Today
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DWR did not wait for legislation to be in place to start including climate change analysis in our decision makingDown-scaling processes as been the bulk of the work so farWe have started to invest more and more in decision-scaling or bottom-up analysisAnd you can see a broad range of effort from planning to implementationWe are also beginning to understand which method works better for different types of projects for planning vs. design. 
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Ask to write in the chat how many years it takes to implement project from Inception to implementation…Many legislation require to include climate change into our decision makingGet into the context that the overall goal of everyone here is to implement projects which will withhold future conditions.We are evaluating if our projects will be resilient enough to climate change and if we are taking the right decision from an investment standpoint. Currently, we are often carrying the same climate change analysis from planning to implementing a project.And the climate change analysis, which is carried on a median conditionThat means that at the end of the project implementation and when considering the uncertainty of climate change, we can have two outcomes:We either overbuilt the project, which is great if we are risk-averse, but also costly for a lesser level of return of investmentWe under built and now the project cannot accomplish its goals of adapting for climate change and we might put population at riskWe should think about how our climate change analysis and, therefore, our decision is being carried throughout the processAnd with a good investment aspect in the back of our mindPlanning is the location where we have the most opportunity to look at the broader range of future conditionsWhile when we get to design the opportunity to look at the broader range of future conditions is very narrow.



From Planning to Implementation
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It depends on how risk-averse you are, but it might not be the best solution to select a median condition and carry it out throughout the project implementation. One should really think about it.I grew up in Switzerland, so I am pretty risk-averse, and I am not willing to take a risk if I am not 90% sure of my decision, but I was willing to try my chance and move here to California. So, the level of risk depends on personal interest, and decision makers should be the ones defining and deciding on itIt is during our planning effort that we have the luxury to look at the whole range of uncertainty related to future conditions and determine the level of risk that one is willing to take overtimeOr the level of robustness that one wants to enhance our system toward. A qualitative assessment might not be sufficient anymore, and quantitative evaluation need to be the new normHere a decision scaling/bottom-up procedure might be more adequate under this taskOnce the level of risk and robustness are identified, they should be carried along throughout our project implementation to be able to justify project funding and return of investment. Here a downscaling procedure might be more adequate under these tasksI want to add another caveat into the mix. Based on your response from inception to implementation of a project, it looks like it takes approximately ten years or more. It means that new climate change information will be published twice during the project completion by the international community. Therefore flexibility should be built over time of this process to account for this new set of data.



ADAPTATION STRATEGIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s move on to adaptation strategies
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Adapted from UNESCO (2018), Climate 
Risk Informed Decision Analysis (CRIDA)
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Here is a graphic adapted from the UNESCO Climate Risk Inform Decision Analysis. I highly recommend that folks read it because it takes planning principles and applies them to climate change adaptation, from vulnerability to project selection.The X access represents a stressor. For example, the temperature change from less stressful to more stressful. It can also be used as an analog to time as we know that temperature is increasing, and we do not have a good handle when it will stop…untimely the best scenario is set at 2.7C based on last week COP26 meetingThe y access represents a system performance. It can be October storage, April Storage, a level of annual delivery, or any specific metric that a decision-maker deems essential to his/her system.The yellow star represents our current condition which is already being impacted by climate change. It could have been an extreme condition in the past, but it is not necessarily the case anymore.With no adaptation, my system will continue to fail until I implement project A. This project A might provide me with some adaptation opportunities of short duration as the temperature.Now, I need to think about a few more adaptations that will handle a specific level of temperature that I want to meet. And we are going back to the level of risk that I am willing to deal with.So I would argue that people should pursue the projects they have in the books while considering a variety of potential future outcomes which may require additional investment.



• Each water sectors – flood, water supply 
and ecosystem – are vulnerable to climate 
change

• Sectors vulnerabilities are often 
interconnected

• A need for multi-sector adaptation 
strategies

Ecosystem Water Supply

Flood Risk

Source: DWRSource: ReutersSource: Jose Luis Roca / AF
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Another challenge is that one project's performance is not representative of a system as a whole.Each water sectors – flood, water supply, and ecosystem – are vulnerable to climate changeIncreased flood risk resulting from higher peak flows and more frequent high flow eventsIncreased applied water demand resulting from higher temperaturesIncreased reliance on GW pumping to meet the additional demandlower carryover storage due to higher summer demand and shift in runoff to earlier in the spring seasonDiminishing ecological habitatSectors' vulnerabilities are often interconnected. Some are due to a shift in the runoff timing to earlier in the spring season. Some others are due to the increase in flood risk due to the intensification…We see higher flood peaks in winter/ early spring months, which is of concern to the flood managersLower carryover storage because of diminishing snowpack and higher crop water demand due to increase in temperature, which is of concern to the water supply managersThis places an additional burden on groundwater resources during the peak irrigation season, which concerns groundwater managers. Lower surface water and groundwater storage collectively result in less water available for ecosystem functions and warmer instream water temperatures, which concern the ecosystem managers.So there is a need for multi-sector adaptation strategies.



Multi-Sector Adaptation Strategies
Flood-Managed Aquifer 

Recharge (MAR)
Multi-Benefit Bypass 

Improvements
Forecast Inform 

Reservoir Operation
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DWR has been working on multi-sector adaptation strategies:Yolo Bypass Cach Slough Partnership: Expand a migration corridor for fish to the Yolo Bypass, the Sacramento Valley’s main floodplain. The project is part of the largest floodplain restoration action on the West Coast. It demonstrates a commitment by DWR, the State Water Contractors, and the Bureau of Reclamation to protect native fish in California while safeguarding agriculture.FIRO Purpose: To develop reservoir operations strategies that better inform decisions to release or retain water by integrating additional flexibility in operational policies and rules with enhanced monitoring and improved weather and water forecasts.Flood-MAR: “Headwater to Groundwater”, An integrated strategy to manage water resources for sustainability & climate resiliency. Using high flows from (or in anticipation of) rainfall or snowmelt�for managed aquifer recharge On agricultural lands, working landscapes, and natural managed landsYou’ll notice a few thingsThey are collaborative efforts.They are multi-sector projects which can get more funding toward implementations.Multi-sectors adaptation can provide multi-sector resilience Broader Partnerships 	= Greater Benefits 	= Greater Funding Opportunities



INNOVATION



Watershed Vulnerability and Adaptation
Planning Studies

Use Decision Scaling, applied in two phases:  
1) Climate change vulnerability assessment of the water resources systems and 
2) Adaptative planning evaluates the effectiveness of adaptation strategies

What?

Stress test watershed water supply, flood, and ecosystem performance under a range of climatic 
precipitation and temperature perturbations using:

• Paleo-climatic reconstructions of historic 
hydrology • An innovative stochastic weather generator

How?

Tuolumne River Watershed Vulnerability 
Assessment and Adaptive Planning Study

Merced River Basin Flood-MAR 
Reconnaissance Study

Why?

• Provide a proof-of-concept study, applying and 
testing Flood-MAR implementation concepts

• Improve understanding of the effects of 
atmospheric rivers connected to climate 
change

• Demonstrate application of watershed-scale integrated analytical toolset 
• Improve understanding of climate change vulnerabilities, using risk-based reporting of results
• Demonstrate advantages of planning and managing across water sectors at the watershed scale

Presenter
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Let’s talk about innovationI want to talk about the watershed studies we have worked on over the last couple of years. You might have heard about them.The most important innovations of these two studies are using multi sectors tools, again flood, supply, and ecosystem, and we run them in a thread. Flood is often evaluated daily, ecosystem daily to monthly time steps, and supply on a monthly time step. We are doing it all.Read the slide..Conclusion:Scale matters! The adaptation described earlier works best at a watershed scale.The watershed-base “grows the problem,” which allows us to consider both the challenges and opportunities. The watershed-base:gives access to a broader portfolio of supply sourcesprovides greater operational and logistical flexibility needed to create multi-sector partnerships.Lastly, the bigger the tent, the greater the benefits. In other words, okay to look at one water sector, but the benefits grow as the collaborative partnerships expand.



Weather Generator & Perturbations

• Dendrochronology Module
• Annual Module
• Seasonal Module
• Daily Module

• Precipitation change driven by temperature increase 
• Investigating weather regimes changes

Observed or 
historical time series 

of weather

Many simulated time 
series of weather data
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Just explain the whole intent…



CONCLUSION



1. Institution Anticipation: Recognize the need to act 
to what and when

2. Adaptation Strategies: Collaborate to form multi-
water sector strategies

3. Innovation: Stay connected to the research 
community

Path Toward Adaptation
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Presentation Notes
My goal today was to show a way toward adaptation that we are applying at DWR and can be adopted at the local level:Institution Anticipation: Recognize the need to act to what and whenClimate change analysis is part of a process to implement projectsDecision-Scaling is the most useful during planning effortsClimate change scenarios narrow down toward implementationInclude flexibility in your project designAdaptation Strategies: Collaborate to form multi- water sector strategiesEach sector is vulnerableSector vulnerabilities are often connectedMulti-sectors adaptation works best at a watershed scaleMulti-sectors adaptation can provide multi-sector resilience Broader Partnerships = Greater Benefits = Greater Funding OpportunitiesInnovation: Stay connected to the research communityOur understanding of climate change is improvingInvestments in data and tools go hand in hand and must be accompanied by decision support development to translate new data streams into actionable informationThese investments are essential at a time where potential exists to generate meaningful decision support for multi sectors water resources adaptations



Thank You

Romain Maendly
Romain.Maendly@water.ca.gov
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